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427 For the sake of these expert idiots; I will endeavour to try to explain it in an extremely basic

form, as if I was explaining it to a three old child.

1. Equipment:

It was available at the place of employment!

2 Materials:

Most of it was available at the place of my employment; only one of the ingredients

had to be obtained for me and it was an in house project. I only had to pay the

trade price for it.

3 Test Equipment:

All of it was available in the testing lab where I was employed!

428 That one ingredient cost me only 32 cents per kilo, this is exactly the amount I needed just for

the rollers sets.

429 Now all you great expert idiots; if you send me all the Neodymium Nd 60 I need at just 32

cents per kilo, I promise you that I shall kiss both checks of your bare arse three times daily

and six times on Sunday for a week on National Television.

430 Just for the benefit of these expert idiots: I would like to inform you that here in the UK it cost

me _29.00 plus VAT at 17.50 percent for just 5 grams of the element.

431 From these facts; I am completely confident that I shall not be receiving the Nd for 32 cents

per kilo; therefore I shall never have to execute my promise.

432 We have commenced this research and development work in the effort to replace the stolen

goods which I used to put on public display at my Sunday lectures at St. John’s Hall in

Mortimer. Berkshire.

433 We never had the equipment to recreate it the same way originally achieved. We decided to try

to create the roller sets by a separate layer method and then have the layers pressed together.

434 The reason for this change is if it made to function the same way, as in the past method of

construction it would reduce cost of equipment and time to produce.

435 Based on the evidence so far achieved, I can confirm now that I do have absolute faith that we

can with the correct team of personal; obtain the functions which are required to cause a mass

that is free to move and will do so on its own accord. It will rotate around another unit of similar

material but of greater mass, until such time that another force is applied to change its course of

direction according to Newton’s law; that being in this case a stop!

436 I appreciate Gunnar Sandburg reports based on his first hand observation in my home of all

my magnetic devices and how their motion behaved in which in his opinion was due to the

function taking place at the boundaries of the material due to the heating process used.
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427 ATTENTION:

Today, Friday 3
rd

 March I registered on line application for a seat at the RAF museum

HENDON the HiTechnology program held there for one day only but it has limited seats.

428 I have a feeling that this program will be more than just interesting but extremely useful for the

program which I am about to start; and could mean that I shall be buying something at the

show.

429 Remember that this project is about getting materials to do what you want and not what they

want to do.

Example:

430 You claim that it cannot be done, strange I heard your great grand dad saying the same thing

about the bicycle that it was impossible to ride on two wheels – REALLY?

You need four wheels, how wrong they were and it proves the experts wrong again.

431 Just look at yourself, a mass of atoms enjoying sex etc, but how can that be true, impossible,

you are just a bag of atoms.

432 The experts claim that four people are having sex every minute of the day, amazing, because I

be lucky if I get sex in 50 years, so that record don’t involved me; then why should I believe

that claim? That is the same problem with the S.E.G., you cannot believe the claims because

you are not involved in its creation; a logical reason of sorts I do understand.
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433 What has Bradley Lockerman done to help me to obtain financial support in speed up this

work?

434 The real purpose of discussing this work with Brad was to see if he could get a movie done on

this project since Hollywood has the means to take you through this craft as if it was the real

one built, so you could enjoy what it would be like travelling to the Moon or Mars.

435 Our meeting was a sheer accident, no one expected to see Brad at the same hotel. He was

involved in a film shoot session at the Stanley Hotel.

436 Here is a shot of many of those who were present:

437

This is the Stanley Hotel as seen in the movie, with John Thomas in front there in jeans and a

light brownish top jacket next to Jim Carrey. I am up three rows back to John’s right; camera

shy. I believe that Brad took this actual photo. Clearly it is a fact that some one took it, and it

was not me or John.

438 This is where John and I accidentally meet Brad, so you see even here there were many

speakers about that knew about this work even if some of them resented me. They did need my

presence to bring in the customers, and that included some old people who thought that I was

dead. They certainly got a big surprise seeing that I had risen from the dead just to lecture there.

That was a wonderful feeling.

439 You want the truth as to what has happened and why there is no S.E.G. in the shops; I can

confirm that it gives me great pleasure to inform you, upon your request for the truth, the whole

truth and nothing but the truth with the absolute truth of what was, and is, and shall be AMEN!
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440 This is the truth on how I meet Bradley Lockerman:

I am explaining the S.E.G to three of the main actors in the film being shot at the Stanley Hotel

in the Rockies in Denver, U.S.A.

The man with Glasses; I had already spent two different meetings with him before this photo

was taken, whose name is Joe Baker who lives in California.

You know him as the porter in the film, that lovely face in the middles was a detective in the

film

And the only one wearing a white shirt is our Brad, indeed a wonderful man to know and to be

a friend of, to Brad this was a film material and John Thomas being closer then I am to

Hollywood, keeps in touch with him, even then Brad has in the past phoned me, and we have

met on a number of occasions. Is that correct Brad?

441 So what has he done since these meetings took place?

Well he did collect data about what I had done in the past; graphics were prepared and sent to

him to add to how this technology works.

442 And he did attend both my full day lecture at Middlesex University and Mill Hill School.
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443 As this is a review to present the facts as they were and are and shall be; so everyone can see the

absolute truth as to why you cannot buy a S.E.G. in your shop today.

444 While you think upon the facts of the last page, let me return you back to page 196 from

paragraph 400; I will certify that to the best of my knowledge that I have never observed any

signs that Luis Jarrio has experienced any form of compulsive disorder.

445 In fact; I can certify the opposite is true, he gives a helping hand and cash to help one out of

their problems; I know that this is true because in the past he has helped me to move, paid for

food and drink such as coffee and cake at railway stations.

446 My investigator travelled down to Glastonbury to record how the progress on the 65 feet IGV

flight cell was progressing, and I must admit that when he came back here and showed me the

footage, I was stunned to see Luis there. He was running for his life when the flight cell

operated while the investigator was obtaining a shot of how it worked.

447 The opinion of this investigator was that Luis suffers from a dead brain.

448 My interpretation of that statement is that in his opinion Luis brain cannot create images or is

capable of controlling his hands in the creative mode by which he can model creative ideas.

449 I will second that view; base upon a task I asked if he could do. In fact, a child of 8 years could

have done it. He stated that he could and would, but after three months, I asked him to return all

the goods and I was surprised that he had actually done nothing.

450 I was not alone at being shocked that day, also Susan and Phyllis Matua who were present

could not believe that Luis were incapable of cutting out the shapes marked up by me, and

clueing them together to create a 3-D structure of an I.G.V.

451 My opinion is that Luis pleasant front attitude replaces his incapability of creating products in

the world of reality, yet he has an overdrive in the world of fantasy. He would remember

everything stated about UFOs, Corn circles and any nutcases products in full details that

contain no substance of value in the world of reality.

452 Luis involvement in the robbery of my equipment; clearly shows that he gets a kick out of

anything that contains a daring action; without any brain capability of knowing that he was in

fact creating a criminal act.

453 That is a fact: Luis is incapable of reasoning between fantasy and reality, and is inclined to be

drawn to the world of fantasy more than to reality. I am certain John Thomas can also certify

that.

454 In fact: Luis informed John Thomas after the robbery that he had a right to enter my home

while I was hospital and to help remove my property because he believed Peter is a top legal

man in the field of legal actions. He said they were in the right to steal my goods.

455 That is the insanity level of Luis, a man that once helped me and begged me to return to this

development work, but in the end, he was one of the five men who were involved in stopping

this work. I see no signs of remorse or apology for his evil act; that has cost him a friend.
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456

FACT: Yes some of you may recognise this object as a flight cell used at my lectures which I

had to operate by hand to explain how it functions. By June 2003 I had made up my mind to

convert it to radio control operation and electrical power operation for future lectures. Peter who

was living rent free in the house I was working for said let Ross Whatley do it as I am too busy

With other work, but I had no chance to do it as he gave it to Ross who kept promising to return

it but failed to do so; thus he has stolen it.
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457

1 2 3

That flight cell photo was taken in the back yard of the house that I was working for. Peter and

Pam had lost a vast amount of money trying to steal thousands of pounds from the hosing

association. He lost all those thousands believe he would get, and sure was informing all people

regardless of this great fortune he would soon be receiving, but alas he got exactly as I told him

he would get. He believed he is the legal expert on housing – he sure showed me what an expert

he was when he returned here crying that he had lost. The judge had summed him up as a con

man and like an angler, the judge reeled him in like a fish. Peter had blinded himself with greed,

and accepted fantasy as reality; that was his downfall. I don’t blame that judge playing him for a

sucker that he was.

Ross was one of the two men who phoned me to say that Peter and Pam being locked out of

their home. They asked me if I help them – I like a fool suggested that they stay at my home

until the council offer them accommodation. I even was stupid enough to help him with

removing their goods to here by driving the vehicle down to Thatcham helping to load the

vehicle and Peter driving it back here. Not once but a number of times. I stopped all my work I

had to do to help him. This story shows how I given evil in return for the help I gave them.

I believe that the removing of that flight cell was the beginning of Peter’s master plan to stop

me from being able to raise funds to speed up this work. While at the same time he was busy

planning to steal my goods; to sell to clear his debt at the bank totalling over £6,000.00, while I

had been keeping the debt collectors away from him.

After the mass robbery here I started to check out Peter’s story and found it to be all a

fabrication of his evil mind.

He made himself homeless no doubt to show Pam what a clever bastard he was. Pam, I call her

the parrot because she repeat parrot fashion every thing Peter says, far better than any parrot

could do.

When they moved from here they also stole some of my property on top of what they stole from

this flat.

Like my father that refused to accept him as his child, likewise I shall never accept him as my

brother again. He proved to me time and time again that he was an automatic compulsive liar, a

con man and a blackmailer and now a burglar.

This does not present Ross in a good light considering he gave me lies on a number of

occasions. Clearly, it was an excuse to steal that flight cell in co-operation with Peter. Peter

convinced himself that he would be master of a new company producing my technology as if it

was his – how insane can one be?

1. Ross Whatley

2. Pam Searl

3. Peter Searl.

All three are Burglars.
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458

FACT: Prof. Searl feels sad that his Brothers and Sisters are bent on destroying his home the

planet Earth. As the media have stated so often in the past that I speak to all regardless of their

status, from Kings, Queens and the road sweeper are all my brothers and sisters regardless; we

all came from the same beginning through mutation from the sea to the land. Through a number

of mutations, appears as the most evil and destructive animal that exist upon this planet.

There is nothing to be proud about, you should be a shame of the damage that you do, and the

killing just for sport; the only animal that is that insane, no other animal is that insane.

When this animal first appeared upon this planet he did not kill for sport just for food, as all

other animals have to do. If a lion kills you he does so to eat you not as a sport to place your

head on the wall of his den; just to show off what an evil person you are.

That is not reality that is fantasying that you are a great killer, a very dangerous mind that is

within that skull.

That poor lonely fox being chased by a load of idiots on big horses with a pack of mad dogs

trained to kill all in the name of sport- how sick can they are – no other animal on earth is that

mentally sick.

Could it be that Adolf Hitler had the right idea on how to treat mentally sick people?

You can understand why I

look as sad as it is so hard

to find honest people today

greed appears to be god to

all.

Why people are so evil

minded?

White man sure does know

how to talk with a forked

tongue.

I am only interested in

reality not fantasy, my

world is certainly different

to most of yours that is

clearly a FACT.

My concern is my home the

Planet Earth, which

unfortunate is yours as

well, thus you all are my

brothers and sisters

regardless of skin and

blood data or what you

may think.
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459

FACT: This photo taken at 13 Blackburn, Grahame Park Estate on the 21
st
 June 1994 where I

lodged. Peter is the one standing just behind me; at this time he has no plans to rob me. But he

had other plans which he secretly did to our surprise.

On this date he was paying a return visit to Susan and me visiting him in our search to find him.

Remember he is wheelchair bound. With no wheel chair present, Susan, Susan’s daughter, Rita

and me walked behind Peter and Pam to the car. We remark that Peter sure can walk fast for a

wheel chair bound person.

After they left Susan went up to the bathroom and in horror shouted me to come up and see

what Peter had done. What I saw was that Peter had empted his bowels down the back of the

pan on the floor and down the toilet brush handle and its container as a thank you for that

wonderful meal Susan cooked for both of them.

Susan asked me not to say anything to him about it, only because he was my brother but she felt

sorry for Pam who she could see was held back by Peter who clearly was domineering over her

as to what she could do and not do.

Pam could see that I was encouraging Susan to do things that she hadn’t had the courage to do

before. While Peter wouldn’t let her try to do the same as Susan was doing.

I appreciate that there are many men out there; who block their wives from trying to improve

their capabilities for fear that they will become more independent of them and they will loose

control over them.

I for one have never block any female from better themselves; I even train them to do fork lift

work and set machines to become setters.

I have helped a number of women to learn to drive and I look upon that as my duty to mankind.
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459

FACT: This is the man from the USA, who saw my S.E.G. demonstration on the Canadian

station rushes to ask the top Canadian government personal if he would fund its development.

For all this efforts, he received this reply: “For 1,000 years no one has changed the rules of

magnetism, therefore I shall not get out of this chair to go and see such claims”.

This is what you call a man, no he would not be put off by this idiot of the government, so he

went to that television station to find out where I was staying, and thus true to form he arrived at

that door and ask me to go with him to the government research centre with my demonstrator,

which I did.

Even there before this official; he in his all importance ignorance of rank looked away from me

as if no one was there in the room. Our man stated that this is the man from the UK. He made

an impolite sound, which clearly meant so what?

Let face the facts, he had told this man he was not interested, now he had the cheek to come

back to his office with this nut case from UK. You can understand what was going on in his

mind. This was an insult to his intelligence

Hadley signs me to put my demonstrator on his solid highly polished oak desk, which I did. He

was determine not to look, but clearly became aware that we had all the time in the world to

wait for him to look. So in the end our determination won, he turned and looked and beholds his

eyes almost popped out of his head and proudly stated what no man would dare to say; “Do you

know what you have done?  That’s perpetual motion if you market that you would get at least

four Nobel prises in physics.

Strange that sitting here is a top man who makes the statement that there is no such thing as

perpetual motion; claiming that this was perpetual motion, it absolutely amazed me.
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460

FACT: This is that man in America who is doing everything he possibly can to help me recover

from that robbery and redevelop that S.E.G. for me. So far, he has not had financial assistance;

but like me over the years has seen many promises but none has become a reality.

So many people exist in coco land, they have actually made them selves believe that they will

have millions in a months time and want to invest some of it to help; in reality they do not have

a dime to spare. Here is a true man – he does not dream fantasy dreams, on the contrary, he

works hard to make the dream a reality.
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FACT: Reality, the cost to make an S.E.G. and you have seen nothing yet of that cost.
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FACT: You demanded proof, I promised to give it and that is what you are seeing. The costs of

equipment, tools; what it actually takes to do it in house. Reality is opposite to fantasy under the

law of the squares they are opposite pairs and the world of fantasy is much greater then the

world of reality. And how true that is: as my records here shows.

The photos on page 212 are machinery and tools our man had to buy just to get started.
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FACT:  Here is an example, the bank statement of funds transfer to china, we have nothing to

hide, and every thing paid for out of our own pockets! Certainly, Martin, Ken or Peter has not

paid a penny towards this type of cost. Even all the replaced equipment at this stage has been

paid on our own and that applies to other equipment now due to arrive within the next 10

weeks.
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FACT: The related item of actual reality – sure is different to your world of fantasy.
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FACT: The reality of making the S.E.G. and this is just dealing with the roller segments only.

It is not so much as what you see or hear on your way; but what you actually do with what you

hear and see on your way through life that counts.

FACTS DO NOT CEASE TO EXIST BECAUSE THEY ARE IGNORED No one knows

that better than I do.

If a little knowledge is dangerous, where can you find man who has so much of it and yet out of

danger?

Having knowledge is one thing, but understanding it in all its functions is quite another thing.

Life is what you make it so they say.

Today, that does not appear to be true;

considering far too many people are

making certain you do not achieve

success thus leaving you to live in hell.

They all have that part that steel toecap

boots loves to make contact with to

those that deserve it and the results

will make them not so keen to make

another call on you in a hurry.
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FACT: I am here on Planet Earth not by wish nor by choice, but by demand of

nature.

Nature took a few years to set the arrangement up for the line of progress that would be required

for my work. Evidence of official records clearly show a well planned out  program better then

any military operation, right down to the bottom line.

Then a couple had to be brought together but not in a permanent way, it must be a flexible way,

this child to be must not be connected to male adults who would induce brainwashing

techniques that would not had been in the best interest of this child to be.

It came to pass that everything was now in place and the process required to bring forth from

the domain of darkness into the domain of light could now proceed.

Nature choice was a girl named Violet and a boy named Robert. Violet was a simple country

girl and Robert was a strange person who had been in India during the trouble times and had

won 2,000 rupees for bravery.

They married in 1930, apparently locals never liked him; they saw him as a show-off riding a

cycle with this large Indian military war hat. He was a type who got nasty very quick.

At least he had to be there for some days to do his duty required of him and clearly he did.
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FACT: Here is positive proof that Violet and Robert did perform their duty as nature required

of them.

Once Robert had done his duty he was no longer required in the system process; so he departed

and where he went no one knows.

This tiny object will develop into a parasite that in reality is no different to that of mistletoe; it

would be in complete control of Violet’s body, demanding food all the time during its

development. It will pass through stages that will appear like that of other creatures before it,

comes to rest in a form of Homo sapiens, accept that it will be a baby.

Time passed and unfortunate for this child was born six weeks earlier than expected in a

workhouse in Wantage. Why, is not known but Violet clearly open up her legs to push this

parasite out, within that process, as this parasite head emerged, it changed from a parasite to a

baby boy. Born with jet-black curly hair and given only approximately one hour to live; to do

the honours upon this child, they called the vicar in to do the last rights.

But, this tiny mite, just could not understand why he had to go again; as he had just arrived. So

he put on his determination suite and fought the good fight and won. As the clock past that one

hour time barrier to say goodbye; he just smiled and said hello there by a break of wind. Soon

the nursing staffs was cuddling him and making much fuss over him.

I know that this was so, because some years back I accidentally bump into that very matron who

was in charge of that event. And that is her memory record of that event because most early

deaths were due to early births.
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FACT: Again we witness proof of this illusion that it still exist in the world of reality showing

again another field of his interest.

We know from a recent MRI test shows that my head had hit something extremely hard and the

hearing bone was lost at the impact zone; there is also impaired damage to the balance system

that is not reversible. This had to happen within a few weeks of birth otherwise these hearing

bones would had been set hard and therefore would not had been lost.

Babies are rather flexible and in falls on average only graze their skin; at the worst break a leg

bone. Yet Violet told me that I had slipped out of the shawl that I was being carried in and that

they had not missed me. I doubt if they had took me to the doctor to check if I was ok until I

started having fits as they were called.

There is no record of any broken bones or skin damage which makes this matter strange. The

doctor who examined me for these fits clearly got his diagnosis wrong as in fact it was

menniere’s disease and not fits as he stated. Based entirely upon his knowledge; that if these fit

did not stop within two years I would die.

No matter what the doctor termed it, they could not do anything about it; likewise, that applies

today.

Robert was sent to prison for a month each time on four accessions for ill-treating me. On the

last event, he disappeared and never caught to face the court. As soon as I was 18 years of age,

he was free, only had to keep his nose clean until I reached that age; then the warrant for his

arrest would be void.

Thus the stages of my progress was underway, the court placed me in Dr. Barnardos Homes.
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FACT: Here is proof that my interests goes well beyond the S.E.G. it goes beyond you to.

12
th

 May 1936 Just 4 years plus 10 days; I was admitted at the receiving home No 8 Stepney

Causeway. London placed in care and protection.

FACT: First photo before hair cut, second photo after hair cut: Age 4 years and 10 days.

This boy who will without doubt upset the experts given the opportunity.
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461

FACT: This is the Chestnut, Hestley Green, Thorndon, Nr Eye, Suffolk. Where Dr.

Barnardos Homes boarded me out with Mrs Hart.

In reality it was her daughter Helen who looks after us and acted as mother to us. This photo

must have been taken some time after I left there for the naval school.

This photo is a true image of how I knew this place as home, today some changes were made

before an order was placed on it to stop further changes being done to the house.

23
rd

 May 1936 arrived at the Chestnuts with my sister Iris; who I have not seen since I was

twelve years old.

Peter was not with me on this trip as he was in the baby care unit in Kent.

Thus I was just 4 years and 21 days old, amazing when there are hundreds of children waiting

forever to get a foster home, and here I am getting a foster home in a time slot of eleven days.

Let us look at the FACTS, the homes had a strict rule that only married couple being a man and

woman not over middle age could foster; but alas there was no man here he died in the year I

was born. Mrs Hart was over the age limit.

Another point of interest is that the teachers were all female and most were single. Like Helen

who was also single.

There were no men available, what had been was taken up.

Stranger still was the land mass associated with this building, I doubt if there is another lump of

ground like it anywhere in the United Kingdom; and maybe nowhere else in the world will you

find such a shape bit of land..
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462

FACT: The lady on the left side in light pattern dress is Helen Hart who acted as my mother;

certainly great at gardening and cooking; but that was not all that she was good at.

Twice a week she would strip you, pull you over her knees; draw that hand strap and deliver 24

or more whacks on both checks faster then a cowboy could pull his gun and fire the first shot. I

can guarantee that from my experience; she was an expert in the art of keeping the devil away.

Shame she has passed away, some of that medication could cheer me up today.
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463

FACT: Somewhere amongst these boys I am hiding. This is the Boys Garden City district. That

takes me a long way back in forgotten time.

FACT: Here I am at the RCNS (Russell-Cotes Nautical School, Sea View, Parkstone, Dorset.

6
th

 July 1944 departed under escort from the Chestnuts to Aspall railway station, where we

boarded the train to Liverpool Street station, London from there by underground to Woodford

en route for Russell Coates Naval School, Parkstone, all excited if they do spanking there to

keep the devil away?
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464 Through the night, the German bombers bomb the area, as we slept like sardines in a can; every

other boy feet were at the top of the bed, with as many as seven or more per layer within this

steal cage. No spanking was administrated by the staff as they were busy trying to keep Adolf

Hitler away which appears that he was far worst then the devil himself.

FACT: With all their bombing expertise they missed me, and I emerge in the morning under

escort to the underground station to head for Waterloo station there upon the two of us boarded

the Bournemouth Bell train for Bournemouth Central. We arrived there still intact; Hitler still

failed to stop us. We changed to the local service train for Poole and disembarked at Parkstone

from where we headed for the property of RCNS.

On arriving there the escort handed me over to the officials feeling proud that she had prevented

me getting any ideas of a sudden disappearance act en route. Having completed her mission she

went no doubt for a cupper before making that long trip back to base.

That is where the story ends for John Roy Robert Searl, no longer exist as a human being. He is

now A83, be trained for sea duties, where life among the living is no longer guaranteed.

Sad to say that there are no longer any photos of me in full naval kit; yes it did suit me while the

naval kit shown here in the photo is base kit for daily training. Our No.1 kit was for marches

and special occasions.

There is nothing wrong in training boys to work as a team instead of individuals as such. That

also applies to girls as well.

The problem was I in effect dumped into an entirely different domain with no preparation for it

in advance. I was not ready to accept the world of reality; as the world I had just left behind was

the world of fantasy, controlled by religious doctrine to an insane level.

But I did try hard to endure these problems because at that time becoming a naval officer on a

ship sounded well and it looked good. But today, I appreciated that was not what I was intended

for, only to learn the problems of control, management as a team and codes of practice; as well

as naval discipline and operational conduct. All of this was important for the task that lay ahead

of me.

Still not aware that the details my brain had gave me at the Chestnuts was indeed now active. It

informed me that the day will come where every one who I know would suddenly disappear.

Well I guess that was right, it was not them who would disappear, it would be me.  And true to

form I have never seen them since, today I accept it as a FACT that I will not be seeing them

again ever, as that part of my planned life was complete.

The power to be controlling my functions had planned every issue to perfection. The school

report states disappeared.

I had to accept what was in store for me; whatever I did to oppose it resulted in being stopped

by force.

It certainly comes under mental torture even if physical force was not applied as such, meaning

that grabbing my arm or ear to pull me in the same direction as they were going was not really

using physical force, but just some encouragement to assists you in the right direction.
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Captain King had an unusual problem, just back from his holiday to hear that A83 had done a

runner for three days then returned and was given six strokes of the cane and lost of leave etc.

Had responded with another runner this time with two others he carried, this time for three

months but did not come back on his own free will as the two times before.

Captain King could appreciate that I would not have been standing there in front of him if it had

not been for one of the boys going down with yellow fever. He knew by acting in a human

manner to save that boy’s life had cost me my freedom.

Captain King had another problem which was; if this boy was return to his barracks with or

without punishment he would be a hero in the eyes of all others, no one had ever stayed out for

more than a couple of days. But how can you cane a boy who only was caught because he had

to help a sick boy to get medical help, where he could had been free for ages without being

caught.

So, in a voice of authority, he told me that he could not return me to my barracks but would

have to put I in isolation; which he took me in person to the sick bay isolation ward with the

nurse present said in a hard firm voice I should cane you for the trouble you have caused us.

You don’t speak to any one while we work out what best to do with you.

Yes, the school had a rule that if a boy did go absent, he could get the cane. Why did he not use

his authority here?

I feel that behind that mask he was admiring me not only for planning and executing that plan,

but also for carrying the burden of two other boys with me; that would make it much easier to

capture us. No money, no food, no identity cards and no ration book by which one had a chance

to survive. The key point must have been the returning of a sick boy that on questioning would

reveal our whereabouts to them. I guess he knew that I had an option to move on, WHY must

had made him wonder.

Yes, I had thought about moving on that night knowing they would get out of the boy my where

about, But in the end I stayed as I had made a record that none other of the boys had done. But

they still had to run for their money, they did not find it easy.

I knew that now the boys would respect me and be great friends to me, Captain King knew it

also. Even if he did admire me for it, he could not allow it. He was responsible for the discipline

and control of that establishment; I do appreciated and respect his action with such an awkward

situation before him.

Yes, I am smiling mainly because I was no longer a robot

name A83 but now a civilian named John Roy Robert Searl.

But no idea what was going to happen to me in the days

ahead.

The one thing in my heart was that I was sad to be leaving

the navy life, for it was exciting.
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FACT: This is Thurlby House, in Woodford where I be sent as the next stage of my experience

that I need to gain for the task ahead of me requiring hands on experience.

So it came to past that on the 17
th

 day of June 1946 I entered the above address termed Thurlby

House in Woodford to wait for a placement in accommodation and a job.

Yes, Dr Barnardo’s homes did take me on the 9
th

 day of July 1946 to Mrs. Tregoning home at

30 Crawley Road, Turnpike Lane. Wood Green. London N22. Who clearly was surprised to

find me on her doorstep on her return from work.

It appeared that she had requested a lodger two years before and had given up on the idea. But

looking me over she changed her mind and invited us in, that is my escort and me. After that

discussion she agreed that I stayed there as her lodger with no idea what was going to happen in

the near future.

As a landlady she was indeed a wonderful person, she was Welsh and full of fun and enjoyed

watching and helping me with the experimenting studies that I was carrying out towards those

instructions which my brain had given to me. Never have I found another landlady so excited or

ready to help me in the way she did.  And that too is a FACT.

The next move that day was to acquire a job, to this end my escort took me to the British

Electrical Rewinds Ltd, than situated in Grays Inn Road, London, where I sign up as an

apprentice to train as an electrical engineer. Wages offered was nine pennies per hour.

No boy today would work for that kind of money, yet in reality for the last few years I have and

still am working for nothing just to make a better world for all of you to live in, clearly so far at

my expense. I believe the name of my escort was a Mr. R. F. Smith, I hope that I am right.
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SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

————————————————————————————————————————————————

Dipl. Ing. (FH) Matthias Schabert      Im Wengert 19

71287 Weissach

 +49 (0) 7044 / 31964

 +49 (0) 7044 / 31964 (Faxswitch)

Mobile phone: + 49 (0) 179

2424961

——————————————————————————————————————

SISRC TECHICAL NOTE 01 29 May 2000
——————————————————————————————————————

Summarised results of the SET-Research till February 2000 on the segment

magnetiser in Germany

(Experiments on Stage 1 Level: Magnetising only with standard DC-Magnetising Methods)

Herman and I have successfully developed a device which is able to magnetise the NdFeB magnetic

layer of the segments up to full magnetic saturation (4 Tesla measured, no further increase possible).

This magnetic saturation value could already reached by applying 14 Volts with about 100 A.

The magnetiser can apply up to 28 V and 200 A to the magnetising DC-coils.

Switching the magnetising power is done by IGBT semiconductors in save operation with

compensation against the high voltage inductance pulse coming back from the magnetiser-coils.

The sketches of the two realised power electronic circuits are shown on the next two pages.

One page shows the power circuit for the DC-Coils. Each switching IGBT is controlled by an Opt

coupler IC. The Opt coupler are switched on and off by a counting circuit which counts a preselected

number of AC-Sine-Waves.

In the same time we looked for general method to produce strong magnetic fields with as less electric

power as possible.

We also looked for a method to mix up DC fields with AC fields using separate coils for DC- and AC-

Currents to learn firstly more about the effects in the coils and their inductive feedback into the IGBT

circuits knowing that the flat coil system which we have used in a magnetic steel disk does not

correspond to John Searl’s magnetising methods. But we needed them firstly for our basic

understanding.

467 I can confirm that this statement made by the German group member is true, I can understand

what he is saying and I had great respects for him as an individual. As a friend, he is indeed a

good friend; but in business of this nature, certain things will not work in reality.
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Notary certificate Nr. 1414 / 2002 II

Notariat Vaihingen / Enz

Notar Gerhard Groß

Franckstrasse 20

71665 Vaihingen / Enz

Negotiated in

Vaihingen  / Enz

On 31 Oct 2002

(I.E. on October the thirty first two thousand and two)

With

Notary Gerhard Groß

 And the following people are presented today in my office in Vaihingen/Enz :

1. Mister Matthias Schabert,

Born on 15 Sept 1955

Place of residence in 71287 Weissach-Flacht, Im Wengert 19

- Known personally

2. Mister Hermann Riedel

Born on 1st Feb. 1952

Place of residence in 73110 Hattenhofen, Steigle 9

- Known personally

- Acting as sole agency authorized manager of

MCI Elektronik Gesellschaft für Mikrocomputer Industrie – Elektronik GmbH

Seated in  Hattenhofen

Authorization was not considered from the notary.

3. Mister Dieter Burr ,

Born on 11th Jul 1957

Place of residence in 71287 Weissach- Flacht, Im Neuenbühl 5

- Known personally

468 This is a true photocopy of their terms of a contract for the German group to proceed to gear up

their effort upon this research.

Which covers a number of pages. Each person name are indeed a great individual to know, they

were excited for being allowed to function as a team upon my life’s work Unfortunate there

keep cropping up this one paragraph in the contract that I could not sign for.
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Mister Matthias Arndt Schabert acts only in this certificate in his own name and as not authorized

representative of

Mister Prof. John Robert Roy Searl

Place of residence in London, Guilfoyle 5

The given authorization will act when accessing by notary office. Mister Schabert is not responsible for

the accessing of the authorization.

The person presented by notary certification declare as follows

Donation- and Transfer agreement

I.

The person presented would like to declare that the following statements before the donation agreement

are done:

The statue was changed through today’s shareholders decision.

Mr. John Searl has supported S.I.S.R.C Germany GmbH by supporting its projects and giving advices

to the company.

We would like to thank Mr. Searl for his support with all our heart. As a reward in return we want to

donate the following quota.

II

The persons presented from 1 to 3 declare the following

We transfer to Mister Professor John Searl as donation a quota from our shares of S.I.S.R.C Germany

GmbH with a nominal value of 250 Euro each.

Donation is done with the obligation on the donee and his successors not to sell or charge the quotation

beyond statutory regulations without the donator’s or their successor’s agreement.

Only future earnings of the quota shall be due to Mr Searl or his successors.

The donation is charged with the obligation that the donee gives us in a definitely way beyond its death

the power of attorney, to use the right to vote out of the donated shares only for the wealth and interests

of the company.

Necessary decision of the company will be filed subsequently after Mr. Searl has accepted the

donation, accepted himself.

Each of us points out:

We are sole owner of the donated quota.  Donated property is neither charged nor claimed by any third

party. Value of donation is less than half of our own property.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This completes that second page of that agreement. I shall continue with the next page. So far, one can

see that I have not yet sign any agreement but I am willing to listen and discuss his or her offers;

likewise, I do with everyone else. I trust that I am fair to all in this respect.
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Applied person Matthias Arnd Schabert now declares:

I’m further don’t acting on my own name but as representative without having the power to do so and

without any obligation to grant acceptance by the person I represent or getting the power. Having stated

this I accept the donation not in my name but as representative without power with the reservation that

Mr. Searl’s accepts this declaration by notary public.

Further as representative without having the power to do so and without any obligation to grant

acceptance by the person I represent I give power of attorney in the name and with the authorization of

Professor John Roy Robert Searl, London to the appeared persons 1-3 (each solely) and myself,

released from § 181 BGB, to exercise my votes of the shares given to John Searl in this document. The

power of attorney works beyond its death and is irrevocably. The power of attorney is charged with the

obligation to use the right to vote out of the donated shares only for the wealth and interests of the

company. More instructions are not given.

IV.

Appeared person named under No. 1-3 confirm, that property and possession will pass into the

ownership of Mr. Searl as soon as he gives the permission to this donation and power of attorney and to

the work of Mister Schabert as representative without having the power to act.

The shareholders agreed to the share donation on 31 Oct 2002. They also state: Permission has to be

stated to the representative named in No 1 within one month after Mr. Searl receive a copy of this

document

For the approval of this document the notary is instructed to send a copy of this document with

Apostille to Mister Dieter Burr for Professor Searl.

The expenses will paid from us in relation each 1/3.

V. Power of attorney

The appeared persons give as shareholder and representative of the company

Mrs Carmen Rembold, Mrs Marianne Janitschke, Mrs Inge Keuerleber,

Mrs Uta Rothacker

All employed by the notary’s office in Vaihingen/Enz

- Each solely

the from the impacts of the statements independent power of attorney, to make all statements and

receive all statement which shall or must be done in connection with the shareholders relationship, the

company statues, the commercialisation register and the registration of the company in the

commercialisation register.

The representatives are released from § 181 BGB. The power of attorney works beyond the death of

each person who gave power of attorney. The power of attorney can only be used in front of notary

Groß, other notaries or notary representatives at the notary office Vaihingen/Enz.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

That represents the third page of the document. All this going around the gooseberry bush is ok but

what is not yet shown is what rights I shall sign away to Germany.

 The power of attorney is a dangerous statement, signing it could mean that he takes over all control

and tell you what you can and cannot do and every one else which brings the work to a dead halt as it

has done so many times before.
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VI. Final decisions

From this document shall be given certified copies to

Shareholders each 1

Shareholder Dieter Burr with Apostille 1

Company 1

Tax Authority in Leonberg 1

Indicated from § 54 I EStDVO

The projecting written records are read, the appeared persons agreed and signed as follows:

Matthias Schabert

Dieter Burr

Hermann Riedel

Groß

Notary

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Translation was done from Dieter Burr as member of the

S.I.S.R.C Germany GmbH on 1. Dez 2002

Dieter Burr

=========================================================================

FACT: This is part of the party of this agreement, a great team unfortunate I was extremely

worried about the term being used in that wording based upon other documents to sign gives the

view that Dieter Burr would be the boss for everything. That in reality cannot be possible.
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FACT: The building on the left was No 3 Council House Taken in August 1998 was my first

home on leaving the workhouse where I was born. The council had to re-house us from that

farm.

FACT: I am in the USA with Wayne and Brooke his young lady very devoted to him. So those

who think that I don’t go out and talk may appreciate that the two with me are from Australia

and the one taking that photo is from Rochester New York and poor old me from England. I

was for certain talking the whole day through. A quite a few other people found out there that

boy I can half talk wait until they hear me fully talk they will think that I am from another world

and how right they are.
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FACT: Prof. Searl is very much alive, and kicking, watching you watching me

watching you. Those who also think that I have lost my marbles can be assured that

they are well intact. To those who think that I am too old at 74 years to be able to

remember what to do or how to do it, your mistaken.

In response to those experts, I like to state that I have not forgotten how to do it. I might

find it harder at 74 years of age, but concerning the S.E.G. I am certainly capable of

doing it again; but without money, it may take 1,000 years with my present pension. Yet,

I am still working hard to re-do it as if I had a 1,000 years left to live; it does seem you

all think I do have all that time left to redo it.

Yes, that is the reality of the matter called “money”; that is god on this planet. That is the only main

problem to success that applies to all companies around the world who want to start up production lines

and causes them to close down.

What was the cause of all this, unions demanding more and more wages thus reducing sales to a point

impossible for the company to stay afloat and thus it sinks; this is exact results that I stated would

happen in my early newsletter of 1947.

Shame how the unions have closed so many businesses and now the governments are learning how to

shut down business just the same; thus the blind follows the blind.

When will you ever learn the difference between Fantasy and reality? To stop, think and act!
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469 I think that we should all praise the success of the Russians for their outstanding achievements

in being able to bring the S.E.G. concept into the world of reality for the entire world to see.

From the boss of S.I.S.R.C., I am delighted with your success in this advanced field of science

and trust your achievements will not go un-notice by the world media. Today is Tuesday March

7, 2006 and we expect the BBC World Services Business program unit will be here at 1500

hours to interview me, and what a surprise they in for with what they are going to see!

FACT: The S.E.G. can be the basis for a new transportation system that would reduce the

pollution levels that now exist through the world!
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FACT: The two interviewers from the BBC WORLD SERVICES arrive at 1500 hours

and departed at 1740 hours. They did a sound recording only of the interview. Jas Art and

Finbarr were present who in turn added their contribution to the interview. This

interview was recorded in HD format and will become available later in the year.

Clearly, they wanted all the evidence they can get, knowing its great selling value to the world

media network.
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470 FACT: Earlier in this article I stated that Don Kelly had tried to help me and here is that

evidence.

I thank Mr Kelly for his help, and as you know I have met him in person, there is no question

about his effort to help inventors as he is absolutely devoted to help them.

There are not many people in the world who are prepared to stick their necks out to help others

who claim to be inventors; therefore Don is one of those specials which are extremely rare.

For every one that tries to help me there’re one hundred out there who is stopping me from

succeeding, and today, my connection to the internet and e-mails are blocked the two computers

are in big trouble the Dell knocked out by Jas getting her e-mails on it, and the IBM well that

has been nothing more than a pain.

My pension is out of the question for me to be able to hire a real computer system that I really

need for my work as the weekly hire charge would exceed my monthly pension value.

After spending million of hours and many thousands of pounds to get this technology to the

market, I still haven’t started any move towards that goal as people want allow me to.
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470 I am aware that people relate me only to the S.E.G. or I.G.V. concept; this is just a small part of

my interest; by now, some of that interest should have shown itself within this article.

Animals, which we are but just one of the many species on Planet Earth is the one that I have

studied most of all, both physical and mental states.

Through my books, I have dealt with many health problems and our knowledge relating to

them, and suggested solutions in solving such problems.

For an example: After 50 years of unsuccessful attempts to find new and more effective

treatment approaches; our results lend support to the use of thalidomide in the initial treatment

of elderly patients with multiple myceloma.

MYELOMA (my-_-loh-m_) n.

A malignant disease of the bone marrow; characterized by the presence of an excess of

abnormal malignant plasma cells in the bone marrow.

The patient may complain of tiredness due to anaemia and of bone pain and may develop

pathological fractures.

Treatment is usually with drugs, such as melphalan or cyclophospamide and radiotherapy.

MELPHALAN ® (mel’fa-lan) HIGH ALERT.

Alkeran, Alkeran IV, l-Pam, phenylalanine mustard.

Function class: Antineoplastic, alkylating agent.

Chemist class: Nitrogen mustard.

Pregnancy category D.

I could write you up five pages just on this one treatment, but what I have done is to show you

how I open these medical articles in my books.

CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE: (sye-kloe-foss’fa-mide) HIGH ALERT.

Cytoxan, Neosar,  (Procytox applies to Canada only).

Function Class: Antineoplastic alkylating agent.

Chemists Class: Nitrogen mustard.

Pregnancy category D.

Again, I could write around five pages if not more just on this drug.

In reference to Thalidomide, I have written many pages in my books on the fact that it is now

proving a wonder drug in saving lives where the usual drugs used failed.
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FACT: I am still working hard to find companies who can help me to manufacture components

for the many tasks that I shall be undertaking once I can move into a suitable accommodation.

I want to produce the very best in design technology; whose functions are clean, appearance is

pleasant upon the eye and no pollution is involved.
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FACT: Here is an illustration of work taking place at this time in the U.S.A.  The parts are real,

the ruler is real, the illustration of the Gauss meter is real and the illustration of the waveform

on the oscilloscope is real.

To its left side is the diagram of what the structure setup represents in the actual finish product.

So you experts who know that John Searl never did it, and never had such technology can

excuse them selves and make speed to the toilet pan, politely place your head in to it and pull

the chain with luck you will disappear to where all crap goes.

There’re indeed many experts of wasted time, instead of making fair use of time with positive

effort to help speed up the proof that such technology can and will be achieved and its benefit to

this planet will be such that all life will have the opportunity to survive.

But the law of the squares states that there are two prime states in all things regardless, thus you

have the positive and the negative; and that the negative will be greater than the positive.

Those who are negative are no better or less than those who rob me, for they are creating the

exact results as robbing me.

Thus they are criminals by association to the technology in form of defamation of character,

slander or libel whose functions are criminal. I am not the first to suffer from these idiots, many

before me also suffered from them; with some publicly burned at the stake, which is how sick

religion is and still is the same today on a much larger scale with insane idiots killing for fun

anyone for the sake to prove that they are killers. Shame that I am not the President of America

I would soon clear this cancer out; so that all good people could live in happiness.
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472

FACT: Clearly Ken Gibbs is still living in the world of fantasy; in reality he has no authority

whatsoever to be associated in my technology.

Ken Gibbs

-Burglar

-Compulsive liar.




